The density functional non-interacting susceptibility has been analyzed in different phases of CaFe 2 As 2 and compared with similar data for pure d-metals. The conditions for the "no local moment" itinerant state with large frustrations are found for the "collapsed" phase (corresponding to superconducting phase). This itineracy determines the instability versus the incommensurate magnetic order for the narrow region of wave vectors. For the ambient pressure phase, the local moments on Fe atoms with much less frustrated antiferromagnetic interactions are stabilized and a magnetic short or long range order is developed.
The metallic state and magnetic properties of new Fe-As based superconductors [1, 2] raised the question about a nature of magnetic interactions in these systems. Measured magnetic moments are small (∼0.3-0.8 µ B ) and indicated that these materials most likely itinerant and are close to non magnetic state. Similar conclusions have been reached in band structure studies [3] . However specific details of magnetic instabilities in these systems have not been analyzed, and so it is unclear to what extent these systems are itinerant or localized. In this report we analyze the different phases of CaFe 2 As 2 superconductor[2] and estimate the criteria of magnetic instability in real and reciprocal space. By comparing obtained results with similar calculations for already known magnetic systems, we provide some additional illustrations why a CaFe 2 As 2 system can be classified as antiferromagnetic (AFM) system at the borderline between itinerant and localized behavior, with a degree of magnetic short or long range instability determined primarily by Fe-As bonding.
The calculations have been done using local spin density approximation (LSDA) with FLAPW, FPLMTO and TBLMTO-ASA methods. All electronic structure calculations are in good agreement between each other and ASA results are very close to the full-potential ones. The non-interacting susceptibility has been calculated using an ASA-Green function [4] approach
where G ij (ε) is the Green function. Evidently the sum rule for the density of states (DOS) is N i (ε) = χ ij and usual the Stoner criteria for ferromagnetism (FM) is IN (ε F ) = 1,with I being a Stoner parameter.
The local moment criterion [5] is written as
while criteria of the FM or AFM pair formation [6] (short range order (SRO) instability) are
where "+" is for FM and "-" is for AFM orderings. We also use generalized stability parameter
with r j ="+" for FM orientation of moments i and j and r j ="-" for AFM orientation. Continuing with the case of CaFe 2 As 2 , Table II presents the local and non-local susceptibilities for the two states of CaFe 2 As 2 known from the experiment as the superconducting (finite pressure) and normal (ambient pressure) phases[2] with corresponding distances between Fe and As atoms R F e-As . Table II and Fig.2 show that CaFe 2 As 2 represents a magnet at the borderline between localized and itinerant behavior. The following picture emerges from studies of non-magnetic susceptibility in these phases. At a small R F e-As , (a superconducting phase with smaller volume) the condition Eq.2 is not fulfilled with χ 00 being nearly twice smaller than in BCC Fe (Table I) . Thus the system can be classified as an itinerant system with no local moment. However, the nonlocal susceptibility of the two nearest neighbors (NN) is not small (α = (S ∞ − S 0 ) /S 0 ∼ 0.19; η = χ 02 /χ 01 ≃ 0.42) and is negative (χ 01 < 0, χ 02 < 0).
So, the criterion for AFM pair formation (3) along (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1) comes close to the instability threshold and the corresponding SRO can be stabilized. Simultaneously, the criterion in reciprocal space at certain points in q-space also appears to be close to instability (Fig.3) . The criterion of FM pair formation S + 12 < 1 is not supported by NN coupling. FM fluctuations are thus strongly suppressed while AFM interactions are frustrated. A magnetic moment appears as a consequence of the sum of exchange fields from all sites, supporting the itinerant nature of this ground state. For small R F e-As , the frustration parameter η ≃ 0.4, for intermediate R F e-As η ≃ 0.2 and at large R F e-As it is even smaller. This is related to the small value of χ 01 for the normal state. Such closeness to the zero (and to sign inversion) leads to large anisotropy of the NN exchange parameters in magnetic state [10, 11] . As R F e−As increases, Iχ (q) approaches 1 for a larger region of wave vectors (Fig.3) , and with a further increase of R F e-As , it is fulfilled even for q = 0 (FM LRO) (for comparison see
Ref. [8, 9] for calculations of χ (q) and related functions in similar materials). At this point the strong NN susceptibilities are not all negative and this state is no longer reflecting small R F e−As frustrations. The main difference between the shape of χ (q) in these phases is a disappearance a maximum of χ (q) at q corresponding to the stripe AFM structure and stabilization of non-collinear state (Fig.3b) . Our results are similar to those obtained in Ref. [9] where the susceptibility was calculated for undoped and doped cases of LaFeAsO, while our results are for CaFe 2 As 2 under different pressure. Despite these differences, both calculations revealed very similar trend: the strong stripe AFM instability for the normal phase and the instability with respect to formation of non-collinear state for the system where the superconductivity was observed experimentally. While the results are similar the non-collinearity in our case is somewhat stronger. This non-collinearity is directly related to the strong coupling between moments at larger distances (beyond first two NN) which is very natural for the itinerant magnet.
One can parametrize the stability function χ (q) using only Fe-Fe χ ij from Tab.2: χ (q) = χ 01 (cos(q x ) + cos (q y )) + 2χ 02 cos(q x ) cos (q y ) + χ 03 (cos(2q x ) + cos (2q y )) + ... (5) While this parametrization reflects many important features of total χ (q) from Fig.3, it does not include, for instance, Fe-As contributions.
In both phases, the shape of maximum of χ (q) is never sharp. The value R F e-As =2.328
A can be considered a critical value (R crit ) for the local magnetic moment to be stable. The critical value R crit of magnetic instability appears to be close to the R crit values where the superconductivity has been observed [2] . At intermediate R F e−As there are regions where the local moment and LRO criteria are not fulfilled while SRO criterion for AFM pairs S − 12 ≥ 1. This peculiar phase of AFM NN pairs of Fe atoms exists in very small interval of R F e−As . While the system is close to be classified as itinerant, the formation of magnetism is somewhat unusual. The degree of itinerancy is controlled by the competition of the strong tendency of intraatomic exchange on the Fe atom to form localized moments (with the direct exchange coupling between them), and Fe-As bonding destroying intraatomic magnetic instability and adding superexchange to the pool of competing interactions [10] .
The present estimations are based on non-magnetic calculations, and the calculations for the actual magnetic state can reveal somewhat renormalized behavior [11] . Also, for simplicity we used the value of Stoner parameters from Ref. [7] , alternative estimations may provide somewhat different numbers. These estimations do not include zero-point motion effects or anharmonicity of spin fluctuations, which are important in the strongly itinerant case. The studies of the dynamic nature of local moments will be done in our following publication.
Our calculations revealed that χ 02 is rather stable as a function of R F e-As , while χ 01 is very sensitive to that distance and even changes its sign at larger R F e-As . This supports the view that the crystallographic phases corresponding to normal and superconducting states of CaFe 2 As 2 have very different structures of pair interactions, providing no justification for the applicability of the J 1 -J 2 model. Thus, the "collapsed" tetragonal (superconducting) phase is marginally itinerant "no local moment system", on the brink of an instability against forming a short or long range non-collinear magnetic order and has all prerequisites for strong frustrations between its first two nearest neighbors, while the ambient pressure phase has a well defined static local magnetic moment on Fe atoms with a stable short or long range magnetic order of a stripe type. Table II . The local and non-local Fe atom susceptibilities (in units of 1/Ry) in CaFe 2 As 2 . 'S' -"collapsed" tetragonal[2] (R F e-As =2.336Å) and "N" -ambient pressure normal (R F e-As =2.373Å) phases. Column n denotes the number of equivalent nearest neighbors. − → τ is the connecting vector in units of the lattice parameter a. Fig.2 The schematic view of the real space criteria of magnetic state stability for CaFe 2 As 2 .
The lower curve corresponds to structure with small R F e-As (inÅ), the middle curve -"collapsed" tetragonal[2] (R F e-As =2.336Å) phase, and the upper curve corresponds to ambient pressure normal (R F e-As =2.373Å) phase. for the normal phase at ambient pressure. The stability criteria corresponds to 1/I=29.4 Ry −1 (see, Ref. [7] ). The vectors correspond to the structure rotated by 45 degrees. 
